Recently, we developed a new procedure for extracting hadron characteristics from QCD sum rules by proposing to improve the implementation of 'quark-hadron duality' by allowing our continuum threshold z to depend on both the involved momenta q and a parameter T entering upon application of a Borel transformation: z = z(T, q) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The actual behaviour of z(T, q) may be found from a fit to the (experimentally fixed) hadron masses. Such modified method enables us to quantify the uncertainty induced by the assumed quark-hadron duality approximation, and to achieve a significantly higher accuracy of the predictions.
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The advantages of such concept are most convincingly demonstrated for the case of simple quantum-mechanical (QM) models with, e.g., a harmonic-oscillator interaction of angular frequency ω, where luckily for all bound-state features one is interested in the results are known exactly. This serendipity renders possible to perform quantitative comparisons of our (unambiguous) QM answers with the outcomes of the approximate extraction procedure in use. Our main findings are the proof that the exact effective continuum threshold z exact does depend on both the Borel parameter and the relevant momenta, and is not universal but varies with the studied correlator. For the dependence on the (dimensionless) momentumq the figure illustrates this issue for the three-current vacuum-vacuum (top) and the two-current vacuum-hadron (bottom) correlator [10] . Realizing the procedure to be similar in QM and in QCD, as first QCD application of this idea [11] we successfully predicted the heavy pseudoscalar meson decay constants.
